Virus-cell membrane fusion does not predict efficient infection of alveolar macrophages by human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1).
Alveolar macrophages (AM) are the principal target cells for HIV-1 in lung tissue. To investigate the mechanisms of HIV-1 infection and efficient replication in these cells we isolated AM from 14 HIV-1 negative donors and exposed them to two virus isolates, either N1T, which replicates well in T lymphocytic and monocytic cell lines, or ADA, a monocytotropic virus. Membrane fluorescence dequenching assays demonstrated that HIV-1/N1T fuses efficiently with AM plasma membranes at neutral pH and that this interaction requires cellular CD4. Despite efficient fusion, AM from eight of 14 donors were not susceptible to productive infection with N1T. In contrast, ADA replicated in all AM populations tested. Soluble CD4 blocked infection of AM by either N1T or ADA, indicating that, like membrane fusion, entry of infectious virus requires an interaction with cellular CD4. Analysis of HIV-1 DNA accumulation in infected cells by enzymatic amplification revealed that productive infection by ADA correlated with a high HIV-1 DNA copy number and abortive infection by N1T was characterized by little or no stable cDNA. These studies suggest that the differences between the two HIV-1 strains studied in their ability to replicate in AM reside in phases of the virus life cycle that follow virus-cell fusion.